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*    Is there an MBA in your company's future?
          In a lengthy feature on MBA programmes available in HK, AmCham (a
          periodical published by the American Chamber of Commerce in HK)
          (12.92)noted that UST's School of Business and Management offered
          tailor-made business education programmes in conjunction with the
          Anderson Graduate School of Management at UCLA.

*    Professor Yu Nei-teng is dedicated to the mission of UST
          In a personal profile of Prof Yu of Chemistry Dept., Ming Pao
          (23.12) quoted him as saying that he decided to serve UST only
          after a talk with VC. The paper noted that the two scientists
          shared a dream for the future of UST. The paper also mentioned
          Prof Yu's hobby in Chinese caligraphy.

*    Prof Jevons Lee talks about the development of accounting in China
          Prof Lee of Accounting Dept. was interviewed by Wah Kiu Yat Pao
          (22.12) and talked about the captioned. He predicted that
          accountants would be the first batch of people to become rich in
          China as a result of the market economy. He revealed that
          trilateral research work among his dept. and its counterparts in
          China and Taiwan was being conducted.

*    Computer experts attend ICES '92
          Wen Wei Po (17.12) and Ta Kung Pao (18.12) reported that about 400
          computer experts from all around the world would participate in
          ICES '92, a computer conference organised by UST.

*    President of Toronto University visits UST
          Sing Tao Daily (16.12) reported that a Toronto University
          delegation led by its president visited HK to tighten links with
          the three local universities. On his visit to UST, the president
          was quoted as saying that he expected to further strengthen the
          existing link between the two universities.

*    A general feature on UST's academic programmes
          A Chinese youth magazine, Young Girl (issue 121/1992), carried the
          captioned feature with photos.

*    VC attends a banquet to mark a donation to Qing Hwa University in China
          Three papers (17.12), including HK Daily News, Ming Pao and HK
          Commercial Daily reported that VC attended the captioned banquet
          with heads of universities and tertiary institutions to mark the
          donation by Shun Hing Co.

*    A minor feature on UST buildings
          In her feature in Express (17.12) the writer quoted Prof S K
          Chang, who gave a talk at UST on science fictions earlier this
          month, as saying that the style of the buildings at UST gave
          people a sense of alienation.

Note: This review, based on newspaper clippings on HKUST received within the
week, is prepared by the News and Media Section of OPA. Enquiries can be
made to Mary Lau (PAMARY, ext. 6306) or King Cheng (PAKING, ext. 6305).
Newspaper clippings are sent regularly to the Reference Section of the
Library.  If you see any interesting item, you are welcome to contact Win
Leung at ext. 6313 for a copy.


